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Gas Masks for Israel. Israel asked on 19 May to buy for cash/2/ on an urgent basis 20,000 US Army M-17 gas masks to be air shipped to Israel for immediate ... 
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Annexe 106



Foreign Relations, 1964-1968, Volume XIX, Arab-Israeli Crisis and War, 1967 Released by the Office of the Historian Documents 37-71



37. Memorandum From the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs (Hoopes) to Secretary of Defense McNamara/1/ Washington, May 22, 1967. /1/Source: Washington National Records Center, Records of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, OSD Files: FRC 330 72 A 2468, Israel 400.137. Secret. SUBJECT Gas Masks for Israel Israel asked on 19 May to buy for cash/2/ on an urgent basis 20,000 US Army M-17 gas masks to be air



shipped to Israel for immediate distribution. The US Army can make 20,000 masks available immediately from its stocks. These are being prepared for shipment and could be dispatched as quickly as the GOI can arrange air charter. /2/The words "for cash" are a handwritten addition on the memorandum. The Egyptians have used chemical agents, including nerve gas, in the Yemen recently. Israeli intelligence reports that Egypt has brought gas shells or bombs forward to the Sinai in its recent deployments. Although we believe it highly unlikely that Egypt would use gas against Israel, this possibility cannot be altogether discounted. Secretary Rusk is aware of and supports the Israeli request to purchase American masks, even though all concerned (including the Israelis) recognize that the number of masks involved is too small to do much good and that by themselves could not assure adequate protection against the type of gas which may be used. This would be essentially a psychological gesture. Under the circumstances I recommend we respond affirmatively to Israel, on the condition that it not publicize this action as evidence of US support for the GOI in the current crisis./3/ We do not believe however that a public



disclosure stating (without linkage to the US) that Israeli troops were being equipped with gas masks would, on balance, be detrimental. On the contrary, it might force the Egyptians into a denial of any intention to use gas. Under Secretary Rostow is concurrently examining measures at the UN also designed to force an Egyptian denial of intent./4/ /3/Neither the "approved" nor "disapproved" option was checked. /4/Rostow discussed this in a May 20 memorandum to Rusk. He stated that according to an Israeli intelligence report, Egyptian troops in the Sinai were equipped with gas masks, and canisters of gas had been seen. Whether or not this was true, he continued, "we know that the Egyptians have used several kinds of poison gas in their aerial bombing of the Yemen, and that some of the gas at least is extremely lethal, and of Soviet origin and manufacture." He suggested several possible actions, including the possibility of briefing the Secretary-General before his trip to Cairo. (National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, Middle East Crisis Files, E. 5190, Box 19, NE Situation, May-June 1967, Folder 1) Townsend Hoopes
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Annexe 102 Foreign Relations, 1964-1968, Volume XIX, Arab-Israeli 

/1/Source: Johnson Library, National Security File, Memos to the President, Walt W. Rostow, Vol. 28. Secret; No. Foreign Dissem. The memorandum is unsigned, ...
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Annexe 107 Foreign Relations, 1964-1968, Volume XIX, Arab-Israeli 

Within past few hours, situation in Middle East has seriously worsened. Nasser has announced that. Gulf of Aqaba will be closed to Israeli flagships, and while ...
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Annexe 105 Foreign Relations, 1964-1968, Volume XIX, Arab-Israeli 

stating that he had dictated it and sent it to Eugene Rostow's Middle East task force ... (Johnson Library, National Security File, Country File, Middle East Crisis, Vol. ... for leading a nation faces different problems shaped by history, geography,
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Annexe 103 Foreign Relations, 1964-1968, Volume XIX, Arab-Israeli 

I know that you and your people are having your patience tried to the limits by continuing incidents along your border. In this situation, I would like to emphasize ...
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ANNEXE XIX DEMANDE D'ALLOCATION DU FONDS DE 

DEMANDE D'ALLOCATION DU FONDS DE FORMATION POUR LA FORMATION EN LIGNE EN GROUPE. Direction de la formation professionnelle. 2, Place Alexis Nihon, 20e étage, 2000-3500 boulevard de Maisonneuve Ouest, Westmount (Québec) H3Z 3C1. Téléphone : 514 878-19
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Controlling Institutional Trading Costs - Council on Foreign Relations 

portfolio managers (40%), analysts (12%), and clients ..... between a week and a month in duration, and 38% ... correction to take over one year (Exhibit 6).
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Controlling Institutional Trading Costs - Council on Foreign Relations 

demic literature on institutional trading costs, which assumes that ..... agers handling directed trades on behalf of plan sponsors ..... London Stock Exchangeâ€�).
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XIX Top 2 L 

621. B10 b24. â˜º b25. C6 b26. C5. C5 b27. 9. 3. Segelmitte. Segelmitte. C10. C9. C10 c22. 019. 018 c19 c22c21. C16. 016. 015 c18. C15 c13c12 c10 c9 c7 c7.
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PES-106 

Capteur de proximité à courants de Foucault. Le capteur de proximité à courants de Foucault PES-106 est conçu pour la mesure sans contact de la vibration.
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T3 106 

Page 1.
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XIX BA Smile englisch.indd 

in cloud, fog or mist. â–» at more than ... The SMILE is equipped with a speed system at- ... the wing loading and the sink rate increase and no .... on the grass for too long because condensation ... Your SMILE likes cool, dry and dark conditions.
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Foreign Rights 

When Mom and Dad are expecting a new baby, their young son is bewildered and then angry when ... Daddy and Me ... Every evening, Daddy Bear cares for his cubs and when it is time for bed he kisses them goodnight. ... Ademar the Cheetah and his friend
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Annexe 

Annexe sur la soumission et conservation des donnÃ©es ... Dans le cas de demandes d'assurance pour des rÃ©sidences nouvellement construites, .... assurer le prÃªt sera considÃ©rÃ© comme nul et non avenu, Ã  l'entiÃ¨re discrÃ©tion de Genworth. 5.
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Annexe : 

Page 7. Annexe : Disques feu de signalisation sans zone avancÃ©e. Page 8. Annexe : Disques feu avec zone avancÃ©e pour cycliste. Page 9. Page 10. Annexe :.
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Contact Information - 106 db 

All production information and queries should be addressed in the first instance to the contact information below: Darren Scanlon (Tour Manager).
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100% FOREIGN INVESTMENT FROM 

LIST OF JOINT VENTURE/ 100% FOREIGN INVESTMENT FROM ITALY IN BANGLADESH TILL JUNE 2001. SL. Name & address of the project. (Bangladesh).
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Page 1 106 LES RELATIONS DES JÃ‰SUITES [Vol. 5 petite croix 

Manitougache noÅ¿tre hoÅ¿te & voifin nous vint dire qu'on auoit veu quantitÃ© d'Hiroquois qui auoiÄ“t paru iuÅ¿ques auprÃ©s de Kebec. Tous les Mon- tagnaits trembloient de peur. Celuy-cy nous deman- da Å¿i fa femme & Å¿es enfans ne pourroient pas bie
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JUIN 1916 - VERDUN - 106° BCP 

le lieutenant Couzinet qui nous fit marcher à travers champs, dès que nous eûmes quitté les dernières maisons de la ville. Beaucoup d'à-coups au cours de ...
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Svif9up2pk2ZNbc3C.2016 106 VladimirPlouf WeSlash 
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101-106 Robert Yves-2 

microbiologie, l'Ã©preuve diagnostique vise Ã  dÃ©celer directement ou indirecte- ment la prÃ©sence de micro-organismes en utilisant leurs propriÃ©tÃ©s biologiques,.
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die xix legion teil 1 dbid 6wec 
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Annexe 5 

PROPOSITION DE RESTITUTION DES CIRCUITS PEDESTRES EN 2048. 652. SISES A BELON53. 210. 654. BOIS DE LA COUR. 7219MOUILLE PALCOT 399.
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annexe 5 

Symbole. Source de courant continu. Résistance ajustable ou. Source de courant alternatif. Élément chauffant. Pile électrique. Transformateurs de tension ou ou ... Condensateur variable. Mise à la terre ou à la masse. Diode. Dispositifs de protection
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ANNEXE L 

conformÃ©ment Ã  la RCV 40. Ceci modifie le prÃ©ambule du chapitre 4 RCV. Le pavillon Y est envoyÃ© sur le Bateau comitÃ©. 5. PROGRAMME DES COURSES. 5.1.
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